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Internal regulations version 11.22 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
In these internal regulations you will learn more about our operation, working method and the rights and obligations of us 
as an organizer and you as a family. These regulations apply to every child and its family that is cared for at Snuffel. 
Arrangements that differ per child, such as the care plan, are specified in a written agreement between the organizer and 
the contract holder (the family). The internal regulations are signed for receipt and review by the contract holder (usually 
one of the parents). The written agreement is signed for approval by the organizer and the contract holder (the same 
person as the internal regulations). 
 
These internal regulations are divided into 8 chapters: INTRODUCTION – GENERAL – VISION – ENROLLMENT POLICY – 
BETWEEN RESERVATION AND START OF CARE – DURING THE CARE PERIOD – PRICE POLICY – APPENDICES 
 

GENERAL 
 
SNUFFEL 
 
Snuffel is a small licensed and subsidized daycare center for 18 children between 0 and 3 years old. Because we work 
with the IKT system (income rate), we can offer care to all families, including those with a lower income or a more difficult 
family or living situation. At our daycare there is 1 living group, a group where the children can grow up in the same familiar 
environment with the same trusted supervisors throughout their Snuffel career. However, the babies do have a safe 
separate baby corner. This vertical living group ensures that every child can play and develop more broadly than only in 
the age-related range, they can choose what suits them best. 
 
CARETAKERS 
 
Stijn is a qualified supervisor because of his degree in 'Social and technical sciences' in secondary education. In addition, 
he also has a certificate 'Day care for young children'. Stijn is present at the daycare every day from start to close and uses 
his humor and chatting skills to build a strong relationship of trust with the children and their parents. 
Linsy is also a qualified supervisor through her degree in 'Kindergarten teacher' from higher education and also has the 
certificate 'Day care for young children'. Linsy works part-time at the daycare and spends the remaining time on the 
administrative and logistical aspects. Linsy mainly uses her mother's heart in dealing with the children and sings to them 
throughout the day. Sensing the needs and interests of each child and reacting to that by encouraging them to think 
creatively and discover on their own, is one of her qualities. 
Shana also has the necessary qualifications, obtained in adult education, which makes working in childcare a very 
conscious choice. She as well, as a mother of 2 children, uses her heart to respond to the needs and requirements of the 
children. She is very caring, sweet and patient. 
We regularly subject ourselves to (self-)evaluations and take training courses to improve ourselves and our operation. 
 
OPENING HOURS 
 
Monday  7 a.m. – 6 p.m 
Tuesday  7 a.m. – 6 p.m 
Wednesday  7 a.m. – 6 p.m 
Thursday  7 a.m. – 6 p.m 
Friday   7 a.m. – 6 p.m 
Closing days can be found in IR appendix 1 and will be communicated in December for the following year. We are open for 
at least 220 days. 
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ORGANIZER 
 
Snuffel BV (administrators: Linsy Witvrouwen, Stijn Peeraer) 
Private Limited Company - 0781.768.233 
RPR Antwerp, Turnhout department 
 
CONTACT DETAILS 
 
For everyday reports or questions, please contact us via a message, email or personal contact when dropping off and 
picking up your child. 
In urgent situations or difficulties in using messages or emails, we are happy to help you by telephone. 
If desired, a longer personal meeting can be scheduled. 
 
Kinderdagverblijf Snuffel 
Kapellekensstraat 10 – 2250 Olen (registered office) 
0497/57.16.12 
snuffel-olen@outlook.be 
www.snuffel-olen.be 
www.facebook.com/kinderdagverblijfsnuffel (public) 
www.instagram.com/kinderdagverblijf_snuffel_olen (public) 
www.facebook.com/groups/oudersvansnuffel/ (private Facebook group) 
IBAN BE68 1431 2141 7934 
 
ACCESSIBILITY 
 
Snuffel is centrally located between Herentals (5 min), Geel (5 min), Lichtaart (5 min), Oevel (10 min) and Olen-Centrum 
(10 min). The train station is a 5-minute walk away, bus stations are close by, as is the Umicore and Aurubis factory site. 

 
 
SUFFICIENT PARKING SPACE 
 
There is plenty of parking space in front of our building, across the street. There is a partial parking ban, but parents of 
Snuffel get an exception to 'load and unload' their children. This was communicated by the Olen police station. However, 
the police do mention that if you want to do further shopping, you must park your car in accordance with the regulations. 
 
INSURANCE 
 
If you experience physical damage to your child, you must report this to the person responsible within 24 hours. We have 
civil liability insurance and physical accident insurance. 
Policy Number: 0-11/1719.081/01-B - Policy Number: 0-11/1111.903/01-B 
DVV Insurance – Place Karel Rogier 11 – 1210 Brussels 
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PARTNERS 
 
In order to meet care needs as much as possible and to continuously optimize our operations, we are partnered with 
various institutions: 

- Kind en Gezin 
- Huis Van Het Kind Middenkempen 
- Opvang.vlaanderen 
- Local Consultation Childcare and Parenting Support Olen 
- Mentes – Cego: pedagogical support 

 
COMPLAINTS 
 
We strive for a good relationship of trust with all parents, which lowers the threshold for expressing their concerns and 
complaints personally. You can contact us directly or you can use the complaint form in the attachment (IR appendix 4) 
(email to snuffel-olen@outlook.be or put it in the mailbox). Your complaint will be handled correctly, according to our 
complaints procedure. Are there still points of discussion after our complaints procedure, you can contact: 
Kind en Gezin, Agentschap Opgroeien 
Hallepoortlaan 27 – 1060 Brussels 
Complaints service: klachtendienst@kindengezin.be - 02/533.14.14 
Kind en Gezin-Lijn: 078/150.100 (also available for questions other than complaints) 
 
AMENDMENTS TO THE INTERNAL REGULATIONS 
 
We have the right to make changes to the internal regulations or the operation of the daycare. For any change in your 
disadvantage, such as an adjustment in the price policy, you have the right to cancel the written agreement without any 
compensation or cancellation fee, provided that you do so within 2 months after you have been informed about the 
change. 
 
AMENDMENTS TO THE WRITTEN AGREEMENT 
 
An amendment to the written agreement usually entails an amendment to the care plan. This can only be done with mutual 
agreement, either in writing or orally. A care plan can therefore be changed if this complies with the occupancy, but both 
parties must agree. 
 
PRIVACY 
 
The organizer agrees to guarantee the protection of the personal data of all children and their families. You will find more 
information about this in our privacy statement in IR appendix 2. In addition to the necessary personal data, also footage is 
made of your child. As a parent, you can or can’t give permission in the written agreement to use these footages for a 
wider audience. 
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VISION 
 
PEDAGOGICAL VISION 
 
Every day we give the best of ourselves to care for your babies and toddlers in a warm family atmosphere. Cosyness, fun 
and a close bond with every child are our priorities. We want to make every child feel that he or she matters and that he or 
she is competent. We will discover their talents together by creating a pedagogical climate for the children that 
encourages them to think for themselves, be creative, self-discovery learning and in-depth self-development, always 
leaning towards their own unique skills and interests, their own unique path in development. All this covered with a warm 
blanket of closeness, attention and love. An extensive pedagogical vision and elaboration of the pedagogical policy can be 
found in our quality manual, which is available for review at the daycare. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
VISION PARENTS AND FAMILIES 
 
We try to support every parent as much as possible in the education of their child, as well as in their social participation. In 
addition, we are ready to provide them with informational and emotional support. In our cooperation with the parents, we 
try to build a mutual relationship of trust in which open and honest communication are key, in which we pay attention and 
respect to each other's experience and input. We welcome parents in an inclusive environment where every individual 
feels welcome, regardless of gender, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethical or social origin, 
property, disability, family type or other circumstance. We use a democratic approach, involving every parent as much as 
possible in the operation of the care and education of their child. On top of this, we pay special attention to vulnerable 
families. An extensive vision on the participation and involvement of families and its elaboration can be found in our quality 
manual, which is available for review at the daycare. 
 
VISION ENVIRONMENT 
 
Our earth suffers and sustainable development is indispensable. Our children are tomorrow's future and we must ensure 
that we, they, their children and subsequent generations also have a beautiful livable world. Every society must grow into a 
sustainable society. We must all make conscious choices and strive for an efficient and economical use of what our earth 
has to offer. We at Snuffel fully support this and would like to contribute within our possibilities. 
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ENROLLMENT POLICY 
 
INTRODUCING SNUFFEL: 
 

- Internal regulations 
- Website www.snuffel-olen.be 

 
APPLY A REQUEST 
 
After a first meeting, did you feel like entrusting your child to us? Then submit an application form via our partner 
Opvang.vlaanderen in 3 steps! (see IR APPENDIX 3) 
 

STEP 1: REGISTER/LOG IN on the platform Opvang.vlaanderen 

  If you do not have a login on this platform, register freely and easy through the below 

             link: 

 https://opvang.vlaanderen/registeren/email 

  

If you do have a login on this platform, log in through the below link: 

https://opvang.vlaanderen/inloggen/email 

  

  STEP 2: GO TO SNUFFEL 

 Once logged in you can click ‘search your neighborhood’ in the blue markings and 

enter ‘Snuffel’ under ‘search on location or daycare’. 

OR 

Go directly to Snuffel by clicking the below link (only if you registered already to 

             Opvang.vlaanderen): 

https://opvang.vlaanderen/opvanglocatie/94d319f4826c406085f0ef2aab64732a 

  

  STEP 3: START APPLICATION 

 Start your application by clicking ‘start application’ in the blue markings and enter all 

requested data as complete and accurate as possible. If it is not clear we are happy to 

assist you at the daycare. 
 

You will receive a notification when your request is being processed. If we have an available position for your, you are 
welcome to come and meet us and decide if you would like to make a reservation. Fill out the application form honestly 
and truthfully, as supporting documents can be requested from Kind en Gezin. Personal data is only used for daycare 
purposes and is protected in accordance with the privacy legislation. 
If you need help, we will be happy to assist you with the request. 
 
REQUEST IS BEING PROCESSED 
 
Because we fulfill a social, economic and pedagogical function by working with an IKT system (income rate system), we 
will pursue a legal admission policy based on a number of priority rules, as formulated in the Subsidy Decree of 22nd of 
November 2013 and with special attention to vulnerable families. 
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If your family meets 2 of the legal priority characteristics, you may have priority on possible available places. This way we 
contribute to a fairer society in which all families have a chance at quality care and we can continue to work with the IKT 
system. 
 
In addition, we also take into account our own internal priority rules. But also families that do not meet any priority criteria 
still have a chance at an open position at Snuffel, depending on the number of available places and the number of 
applications with or without priority characteristics at that time. 
 
Legal priority rules: 

- You work, follow a vocational training or are looking for work 
- You are single (not married or not the same domicile as an adult person with income) 
- You have a joint taxable income of less than €29,599.43 (in 2022, annual indexation) 
- You are looking for care for a foster child 
- Additional characteristics vulnerable family: 

o A family member has a disability 
o A family member needs care from third parties due to reduced self-care capacity 
o Through professional assistance to or integration of the family, daytime care for a child is desirable from a 

social and pedagogical perspective. 
- Both parents do not have a degree of secondary (high school) education 

 
Internal priority rules: 

- Children of which a brother or sister is (or has been) attending 
- Children who attend full days (> 5 hours) 
- Children who don't skip months 
- Children who attend 3,4 or 5 days 
- Depending on whether the desired care plan matches the available positions 
- Already registered children who are still a day short 

 
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE DECISION AFTER REQUEST 
 
After receiving your application, we will process your application on short term (max. 1 month). Depending on the number 
of available places and priority characteristics that may or may not apply to you, we may or may not be able to offer you a 
place. If you receive a negative answer from us at that time, there is a chance that you will still be offered a place at a later 
date. You can request to be put on the waiting list. 
 
SIGNING THE INTERNAL REGULATIONS AND WRITTEN AGREEMENT 
 
After a positive decision, another appointment will be made to complete and sign the internal regulations and the written 
agreement containing the relevant care plan. Any necessary supporting documents must be brought along (e.g. tax 
assessment notice). After signing the documents and payment of the deposit (see further in the internal regulations), your 
spot at Snuffel is definitively reserved. Attention! In case of co-parenting, 2 written agreements must be signed, each with 
a specific care plan for the period the child stays with each of the parents. 
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BETWEEN RESERVATION AND START OF CARE 
 
DEPOSIT 
 
Right after the reservation (signing of the written agreement), a deposit must be paid to ensure your place. This must be 
done within the payment term as stated on the deposit invoice. The deposit will of course be refunded at the end of the 
reserved childcare period, as indicated on the written agreement or after the notice period. The deposit will be kept in the 
account of Snuffel. 
 
The deposit is retained in part or in full, according to the damage, in the following cases: 

- Cancellation of the childcare before it has started (if more than 1 month before the start, see 'Termination terms') 
- Failure to pay an invoice (further legal or non-legal action will be taken if the deposit does not cover the 

outstanding amount, the childcare can also be terminated, see 'Invoicing') 
- Failure to comply with the cancellation period after canceling one, several or all days (further legal or non-legal 

action will be taken if the deposit does not cover the outstanding amount, the childcare can also be terminated in 
this case, see 'Termination terms') 

 
The amount of the deposit depends on your family situation: 

- Standard family situation:      €250 
- Single:         €150 
- Twins:         €150 per child 
- Income lower than €29,599.43 (in 2022, annual indexation):  €50 

 
REQUEST INCOME RATE CERTIFICATE !  IMPORTANT! 
 
Before the start of the childcare and before any settling-in days, an income rate certificate must be requested by the 
parents and submitted to Snuffel. You can request this certificate on mijn.kindengezin.be as of 2 months before the start of 
daycare, but definitely before the first settling-in or starting day. We need this to complete your file and to be able to start 
billing according to the income rate. If we do not have this certificate in our possession before the starting or settling-in 
day, a certificate with a maximum rate will be created. Even if you still submit the income rate certificate during the first 
month, this can only be regularized from the 1st day of the following month. You cannot occupy a place in the IKT system 
without this certificate. More information about the income rate certificate can be found in the internal regulations under 
'Price policy'. Attention! In case of co-parenting, 2 income rate certificates must be requested, by each parent with their 
individual data, income and family situation. 
 
BIRTH 
 
When your child is born, we would like to receive a birth card to display on our birth announcement garland. This way we 
also know the exact date of birth. You are also welcome to come and flaunt the little future Snuffel! 
 
LEARNING HABITS 
 
To make the transition from home to the daycare a little smoother and more pleasant for your child, it is important to 
already apply some 'childcare habits' at home. This way we can limit the stress of new habits, as there is already stress of 
a new environment. (Stress reduction is part of sudden infant death syndrome prevention) 

- Teach your child to fall asleep on its own. From the moment your baby is still awake at the end of his feed, put him 
awake in his crib or bed. This way he will learn to fall asleep on his own, without having to be rocked or carried all 
the time. If you carry him in your arms until he falls asleep and lay him down in his crib afterwards, your child will 
not learn to fall asleep on his own and there is a chance that he will not do so at the daycare either. This can lead 
to stressful and difficult days. Sleep is a very important condition for your child's well-being. Keep in mind that 
some children need to cry for a while before they take a nice nap. So you don't have to pick them up at the 
slightest 'cry'. Make sure though they don't get upset, because that stress isn’t good either. 

- Also teach your child to sleep in an environment that is not always quiet, so he isn’t startled by the slightest sound 
at the daycare. 
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- When you are breastfeeding, also teach your child to drink breast milk from a bottle, well before starting at 
daycare. If you wait until (right before) the start, your child may refuse the bottle and the basic need of 'eating' can 
be very difficult to fulfil at the daycare, resulting in a lot of stress and a very uncomfortable feeling for your baby. 

- The internal regulations also state the time schedule of the meals at the daycare. If possible, try to aim a bit to 
those hours before the start. This does not apply to babies who still drink their bottle or breast milk during the day. 

- Leave your child with family for a day, so it also learns to sleep, play and eat in other places without mom or dad 
around. 

 
SETTLING-IN DAYS 
 
To limit the stress for your child, in the context of sudden infant death syndrome prevention, we strongly recommend to let 
your child settle-in as from about 2 weeks before the start. How long and how many days can be discussed, depending on 
your estimation and feelings at the first settling-in moment. Settling-in moments can vary from 1 hour to a whole day, 
always without the parents. When your child comes settling-in for more than 1 hour, you pay the income rate as stated on 
your certificate, which you have already sent us. If you would like settling-in moments, please contact us about 3 weeks 
before the start. 
 
INFORMATION SHEET 
 
At the first settling-in moment, the completed information sheet is reviewed. This is an information document about your 
child on which you note the most recent information. On this sheet you answer questions related to sleeping, eating, 
comforting, medical data, who is allowed to pick up, etc. You will find this document as SO appendix 1 to the written 
agreement. The personal data is protected in accordance with the privacy legislation. If there are any changes to this data 
during the care period, this must be reported as soon as possible. 
 
PHOTOS FOR RECOGNITION 
 
To provide your child some recognition at the daycare, we ask you to print out a few photos of mom, dad and other loved 
ones, on maximum two A4 sheets of paper. We will laminate these sheets and put them in a visible place, so we can 
regularly look at it together with your child, tell about it, comfort, laugh, ... Additionally this also stimulates their language 
development! 
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DURING THE CARE PERIOD 
 
DURING THE CARE PERIOD: ARRANGEMENTS WITH PARENTS 
 
TO BRING ALONG 
 
At the beginning of the care period you will receive a 'Snuffel bag'. You only use this bag to bring your personal belongings. 
Do not put in unnecessary items, only what is expected, so the bags remain well-organized. You can keep the bag after 
the care period. You put it on your child's personal coat rack, recognizable by its own personal figure. The bag is to be 
taken home daily and replenished if necessary. Jackets also have to be put on the coat rack. 
 
What do you bring along at the start of the care period? 

- Sleeping bag, adapted to the season (parents wash it regularly themselves) with name 
- 2 pacifiers with name 
- Possibly a cuddle cloth that can stay here, same as at home, with name 
- Other necessary items with name 

 
What should be in the bag every day? 

- Spare clothes (for toilet training: several (under) pants) 
 
If necessary: 

- Correct number of bottle feedings + 1 spare portion (bottles filled with correct amount of water, powder dosed in 
dosing jars, give the first feed at home) 

- Expressed breast milk + 1 spare portion (hand in personally when dropping off!, give the first feed at home) 
- Breakfast (only for children who are here before 8.30 am! Hand in personally when dropping off!) 
- In the summer: sun hat or cap (take it out of the bag and place it on the coat rack) 
- In winter: hat and scarf (take it out of the bag and put it in the sleeves of the jacket) 
- Shoes to play outside (for walkers, no laces, put them under your coat if your coat rack is on the bottom row or 

above your coat on the shelf if your coat rack is on the top row) 
- Indoor children play on socks, slippers with soft soles or bare feet! 
- Sun cream if allergic to the 'Kruidvat' brand (put it in the sun cream container in the hall with a clear name tag!) 

 
!!! PLEASE NAME-TAG EVERYTHING YOU BRING ALONG !!! 

 
VERBAL COMMUNICATION 
 
As described earlier, we care about good cooperation with the parents. That is why we believe verbal communication is 
very important. This communication works in two directions. In the morning we like to hear how it has been at home, the 
night and the morning. Especially if irregularities occurred (slept badly, had a bit of trouble, fell, received medication, had 
diarrhea, etc.), we would like to hear about them in order to guarantee a correct follow-up. Also notify us whenever there is 
a change in food, behaviour, habits or if your telephone number or the General Practitioner's telephone number changes. 
 
CHILD CARE SOFTWARE D-CARE 
 
We use the D-care childcare software to ensure the day-to-day operation in the daycare runs smoothly and to give parents 
a clear overview of the day. We enter various registrations throughout the day: when your child arrives and leaves, when 
and how they ate, when and how they slept, what they ate, when and how they had a bowel movement, when they went to 
the potty, notification of what to bring along, ... You will receive an automatic registration report in your e-mail at the end of 
each day. You can also reply to this email, which is a good addition to the daily verbal communication. 
 
ATTENDANCE REGISTRATION 
 
Based on the registered arrival and departure time in the digital daily report, the invoice is created. If you notice an error in 
the registered hours, please notify us by the next day or reply to the email immediately. If nothing is reported the next day, 
we consider the hours confirmed by the parents. It is the parents’ responsibility to check the registered hours each 
evening. 
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ARRANGEMENTS REGARDING DROP-OFF AND PICK-UP 
 

- Children are dropped off and picked up according to the agreed care plan. 
o With full reserved days (> 5 hours), you can choose when to drop off or pick up your child, as long as the 

childcare period is at least 5 hours. If the childcare period is less than 5 hours, half a day will be taken 
from your basket of justified days of absence (see below). If this still happens after your basket is already 
empty, you pay half an unjustified absence day or in case of repeated absence (not due to illness) your 
place can be passed on to another family. 

o For half reserved days (< 5 hours), the start and end time is more important. In the afternoon there is 
often a 'child change', where children are not allowed to overlap. If you are present on the 1st half of the 
day, your child may not be picked up after the agreed time. If you are present in the second half of the 
day, your child may not be dropped off before the agreed time. 

o In the event of a late pick up or an early drop off (after closing time or after the end of the 1st half of the 
day or before the start of the 2nd half of the day), we charge €10 per started quarter of an hour. In the 
event of force majeure, nothing will be charged. In the event of repeated force majeure, we request that 
you find another solution to collect your child in time. 

- We ask you to pick up your child no later than 5:50 pm, so we have enough time to say goodbye and the closing 
time of 6:00 pm can be respected. 

- We ask you not to bring and pick up children between 10.20 am and 12.45 pm. These are the busiest times of the 
day where we need all hands to give the children a quiet meal and to get them to bed on time. An exception is 
always possible after deliberation. 

- If your child has to eat a hot meal at the daycare, he must be present before 10.20 am. If he arrives after this time, 
he is expected to eat a hot meal at home. This must be reported before 9 am, so we don’t prepare unused meals. 

- We will only allow your child to be picked up by a person specified during the registration. You can add or remove 
people throughout the childcare period. In the event of force majeure, you may notify another person by 
telephone. Identity card must be shown if unknown. 

- Persons that pick up your child have to show their identity card if they are still unknown to us. 
- In case of divorced parents, we cannot refuse to give the child with a parent, unless by court order. 
- The doors of Snuffel daycare are always closed for safety reasons. You must ring the doorbell so we can check by 

videophone who is at the door. 
- Your child comes to the daycare dressed and has already received morning care at home 
- Your child does not come in with: sweets, biscuits or toys from home (teddy bear is allowed) 
- In case of a difficult goodbye, we ask to keep this as short as possible. Children benefit from that. 
- Please take portable car seats with you in the car if the same person picks up the child. 
- The play area is not to be entered by the parents or siblings with dirty or wet shoes! 

 
PARENT PARTICIPATION 
 
In addition to discussing the approach and operation during verbal communication, we also distribute a satisfaction survey 
at the end of the care period. Parents can freely express their opinion, as well as write down ideas and concerns. Negative 
comments are also welcome. 
 
To get to know parents outside the childcare context and to give them the opportunity to get in touch with each other, we 
organize low-threshold family and/or parent events several times a year. (e.g. picnic walk, parents reading to the children 
during reading week, lighting tour with snacks and drinks, non-committal photoshoot,...) 
 
At certain events or occasions, the input of parents will be requested and appreciated. 
 
Every six months, parents receive more information about the development, well-being and involvement of their child. This 
can be further discussed if desired. The development of your child can also be discussed in between these moments if 
requested by the parents or the daycare. 
Parents always have access to all areas of the daycare, as long as the peace and integrity of the children are not 
disturbed. 
 
We try to approach non-Dutch speaking parents as much as possible in their own or a common language. 
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Parents with a different cultural background are always welcome to come and introduce their culture to our children 
through songs, dances, traditional costumes in the dressing corner, reading stories about their culture or in their language 
 
Important information is communicated to parents via email, social media, verbally or via the memo board in the entrance 
hall. 
 
Photos of the operation and general information are regularly shared on our Facebook and Instagram pages. Children are 
not recognizable on public social media. There is a private group where this does happen. In this private group, internal 
information is also exchanged and parents can reach each other to, for example, offer children's items for sale or ask 
questions about raising children. The membership request of parents and close relatives is granted as soon as they are 
registered with Snuffel. If you register with Snuffel, you automatically give permission to post recognizable photos in the 
private Facebook group. The group rules, including the ban on further distributing images of other children, can be found 
in the link or QR code below. 
 
Direct link and QR code to the private Facebook group where you can submit a membership request: 

  
 
SUSTAINABLE OPERATION 
 
We try, within the range of our possibilities, to set a good example and to make our operation, materials and products 
more sustainable and ecological: 

- The use of disposable diapers that are produced with 100% green electricity, do not contain any harmful 
substances, are made with natural bio-based materials and are also 100% recyclable 

- Cleaning the buttocks with water-based wipes or dry tissues and natural liniment 
- The use of washable bibs and washcloths for cleaning hands and mouth 
- Waste is sorted correctly 
- Reuse plastic bags or packaging for dirty clothes 
- Buy washing and cleaning products from ecological brands 
- Playing with sustainable toys, life like materials from the thrift store and free residual material 
- We prepare meals with fresh or frozen ingredients, no prepared pre-packaged meals 
- The amount of food is purchased and prepared according to planned attendance 
- We pay attention to seasonal fruit and vegetables 
- Children older than 1 year drink tap water instead of bottled water 
- Encouraging parents to resell toys and baby stuff through a closed Facebook group 
- Encourage parents to come to the daycare by bicycle or by foot 
- Dealing consciously with energy consumption: 

o Heating not too high and not longer than necessary 
o Turning on washing machine, dryer, dishwasher throughout the day, so that most of the energy can come 

from the solar panels 
o Do not leave lights on unnecessarily + use LED lighting 

 
CANCELLATION TERMS 
 
As from 1 month before the start of the childcare, you can end the care earlier than has been agreed in the care plan. You 
must respect a notice period of 2 months. This period starts on the first day of the month following the receipt of your 
written notice of cancellation. If the cancellation period has been respected, the deposit will be refunded. If you do not 
respect the cancellation period, the deposit will be withheld and further (if necessary legal) action will be taken if the 
deposit does not cover the suffered damage. The care will automatically end on the first boarding day of school after the 
school age (2.5 years), unless stated otherwise in the care plan. You do not have to send in a cancellation for this. At the 
request of the parents, children up to 3 years old can stay with Snuffel. If your child no longer attends the daycare during 
the school holidays before his boarding day at school, these days must also be canceled in accordance with the above 
cancellation terms. If not, these days of absence will be charged or taken from your basket of justified days of absence if 
you still have any. 
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If you want to cancel the childcare earlier, up to 1 month before the start, the deposit will be withheld. Therefore, only 
make a reservation for your child until you are sure that you will actually use the childcare as specified in the childcare 
plan. Only for medical reasons and with a medical certificate, the care can be canceled without deduction of the deposit. If 
you no longer need all the days specified in your care plan, you can also cancel for 1 or more days with a notice period of 
2 months starting on the 1st day of the following month after the written request. 
 
From our side, the childcare can be terminated according to the same cancellation terms, if the internal regulations or 
written agreement is not complied with. If it concerns financial damage or a major error from the family, the childcare can 
immediately be terminated including the withholding of the deposit. However, an immediate termination is also possible if 
the organizer makes a major error or if “Opgroeien” cancels the permit, and this without withholding the deposit. 
 
SICK? 
 
Sick children are not cared for by Snuffel. A sick child benefits more from a quiet home environment. We prioritize his own 
safety and well-being, but also that of the other children at the daycare. 
 
Sick children, or children who have not yet fully recovered, have a lower resistance (their immune system is not yet 100% 
functional), so there is a good chance that they will incur new additional and often invisible illnesses at the daycare (and 
again have to stay at home for a longer period of time to overcome this new disease). So make sure your child is fully 
healed and recuperated before you bring him back. A good measure for "fully healed" is 24 hours of symptom-free. In the 
event of insufficient healing, they can also infect other toddlers and babies, who in turn may become even more ill and for 
which their parents in turn have to look for other care solutions. Taking care of sick children at home shows respect 
towards your own child, the other children, their parents and supervisors. We hope for everyone's responsibility in this. 
Hint: Think about solutions in advance if your child often gets sick! 
 
Every situation of a sick child can be different, but in general we stand by the recommendations of Kind en Gezin to refuse 
or send a child home. The daycare always makes the final decision: 

- Your child has a fever of 38°C or more (more info in the link at the bottom of this page) 
- Your child is too ill to participate in the activities at the daycare 
- Your child requires too much care and attention to be able to give sufficient attention to the other children 
- Your child has 2 or more diarrheal stools (with the exception of 'toddler diarrhoea') 
- Your child vomits repeatedly or vomits with blood 
- Your child has a sudden cough, difficulty breathing or shortness of breath 
- Your child has mouth ulcers 
- Your child has persistent abdominal pain 
- Your child has a more severe cold (slightly transparent runny nose and/or light cough is ok) 
- Your child is showing any of the alarm signs (dehydration, looking very sick, not drinking or eating and vomiting, 

pale or ashy color, moaning, abnormal crying, drowsy or difficult to wake up, confusion, pain when touched, neck 
stiffness, increased heart rate, decreased blood pressure, blue-red pinpoint dots, fits) 

- Your child has an infectious disease which can be a more dangerous risk for other children (serious infectious 
disease in the shelter? All parents will be informed with the necessary discretion) 

We would like to refer to the website of Kind en Gezin related to fever, illness and medication. 
https://www.kindengezin.be/nl/thema/gezondheid-en-vaccinatie/koorts-ziekte-en-medicatie  
 
If your child becomes ill during childcare, we will contact one of the parents and ask them to pick up the child as soon as 
possible. If we cannot reach anyone and the situation becomes more serious, we will contact the GP affiliated with Snuffel 
(costs to be borne by the parents): Dr. Dries Bouquillon - Boekel 3b - 2250 Olen - 014/21.51.79 
 
In an emergency, we immediately notify the emergency services. We will inform the parents as soon as possible. If your 
child is taken to the hospital (costs are covered by Snuffel's insurance), this will in most cases be to: AZ Herentals - 
Nederrij 133 - 2200 Herentals - 014/24.61.11 
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MEDICATION 
 
We do not administer any medication, only at the express request of your doctor and with a doctor's or pharmacist's 
certificate: 

- Date of prescription   - Duration of treatment 
- Name of the child   - Name of the medication 
- Dosage of the medication  - Method of administration 
- Time of administration   - Name of the prescriber 

 
Only in case of pronounced discomfort may we, in consultation with the parents, already give the child one dose of 
antipyretic syrup (Perdolan), after which it must still be picked up as soon as possible. 
 
Do NOT give your child antipyretic medicine in the morning before coming to the daycare. This is dangerous for two 
reasons: 

- Fever or pain is usually a symptom of an (early and/or underlying) disease. If you give antipyretic medication, you 
will also cover up any other symptoms of the disease and make it more difficult to diagnose a possibly more 
serious illness. 

- If we are not aware of medication already administered, this can lead to an overdose or misdiagnosis in 
emergency situations if we cannot provide the emergency services with the correct information. 

 
We do not recommend the use of aerosol at the daycare. After all, nebulizers are quickly infected and are therefore best 
used at home before and after the daycare. If your child needs to take his medication during the day, ask the doctor to 
prescribe a puffer with a spacer. This is easier and safer to administer at the daycare. 
 
VACCINATIONS 
 
It is advisable to have your child vaccinated according to the vaccination schedule of the Superior Health Council. This 
way you naturally protect your own child, but also the small babies in the daycare who have not yet had all their 
vaccinations. 
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DURING THE CARE PERIOD: PEDAGOGICAL POLICY AND DAY-TO-DAY OPERATION 
 
An extensive elaboration of our pedagogical policy can be reviewed in our Quality Manual, which is available at the 
daycare. 
 
PERSONAL FIGURE 
 
Each child gets assigned a personal figure at the start of the care period. He or she sees this figure repeatedly on his coat 
rack in the hall, on his personal storage compartment at the care table, on his own pacifier box and above his bed where 
he has to sleep that day. This way your child knows which items belong to him or her. 
 
DAY SCHEDULE 
 
Our day generally follows a fixed daily schedule. This provides structure and emotional security to the children. However, 
every child can deviate from this according to needs: sleeping if desired, eating at a later time, babies have their own 
rhythm, ... Changing diapers and going to the potty is also done according to need. The daily schedule is also made visible 
to the children by means of the day line with pictures. 
 
07.00 – 08.30:   play and possibly have breakfast 
8.30 – 10.30:   indoor and/or outdoor play 
10.30 – 10.45:   clean up 
10.45 – 11.00:   wash hands + eat soup (toddlers) 
11.00 – 11.45:   hot meal 
11.45 – 12.15:   joint care moment + going to bed (to let the children relax before going to bed, a TV fragment is 
presented during the care moment, at which time they can rest on pillows. Meanwhile, all children are cared for and put to 
bed) 
12.15 – 2.30:   shared sleeping time (as needed) 
2:30 – 3:00:   wake up, care 
3:00 – 4:00:   fruit + bread or fruit porridge (outside if the weather is good) 
4:00 – 6:00:   indoor and/or outdoor play 
 
TO EAT 
 
We eat at fixed times (see 'daily schedule'). The children who feed themselves receive a cup of fresh soup before their hot 
meal. The structure of the food is individually adapted (mixed, crushed, pieces). Each meal is freshly and hygienically 
prepared in a healthy way (e.g. steamed hot meal). We always take into account the permitted foods per age. Fussy eaters 
are positively stimulated and never forced to eat. We encourage self-eaters, who are seated at the toddler tables as from 
15 to 18 months, to eat with a spoon or fork. Assisting with hands is always allowed. When the weather is good, the 
toddlers can eat their snack outside. The afternoon snack for the toddlers usually consists of fruit or raw vegetables and 
bread, but can also occasionally be replaced by yogurt or a treat for a birthday. If children are still asleep during the meal 
time, they have the opportunity to eat their meal after their nap. Also bottle feeding is offered at the rhythm of the babies. 
Specific individual nutritional needs (allergies, vegetarian, gluten-free, ...) can certainly be discussed. 
 
TO SLEEP 
 
All our children have their own safe cot. Their personal figure is showing above, so they can easily recognize their bed. 
Every child sleeps at their own pace. Toddlers usually have a more stable rhythm over time and only sleep in the 
afternoon. If this is not yet the case for a particular toddler, he can simply go to sleep when he or she needs it. Children 
should not lie awake in bed for an unnecessarily long time. If they do not want to sleep or have woken up, they can get out 
of bed. We take measures to limit the risk of SIDS (always lying on their back, with feet against the foot end, extra 
supervision in the beginning, breathable and suitable mattress, safe bars, space around the bed, no pillows, no big hugs, 
no cloths on the face , no pacifier chains, smoke-free premises, not too hot,…). Young starters, < 6 months, can also 
sleep in a baby cot in the daycare area. 
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TO PLAY 
 
Our children are always allowed to play freely with attention for self-development. We let them give their own interpretation 
to their game and decide for themselves how something 'should' be done. In this way they develop a high degree of 
involvement and a creative solution-oriented mind, they learn to learn for themselves. That is why we will greatly appreciate 
every initiative of the child to enrich play, every interpretation, every attempt, every idea and rarely offer ready-made 
activities. This way of 'play guidance' provides the most beautiful playing moments with the most instructive experiences 
and the greatest well-being. It is in these situations that most successful experiences come about. We let the children be 
the screenwriter, the director and the actor of their own play. And that scenario is never wrong. 
 
Our range of games consists largely of sustainable open-ended material, free material and real recognizable materials. In 
addition, we are in favor of passive toys (toys that do nothing on their own) and not active toys (eg battery-operated toys 
with light and music). With active toys, the child does not have to think for himself what he can do with it, with passive toys 
he has to come up with and investigate it himself. 
Active toys = passive children 
Passive toys = active children 
 
We do not interfere in the children's play, but we are constantly physically and mentally close to be able to respond 
immediately to the children's signals and needs. In this way we can provide extra play impulses by enriching the offer that 
matches their interests and needs. 
 
We will regularly work in themes, in line with their immediate living environment, but without offering the explicit ready-
made activities. Children are offered materials in that theme, they decide what they want to investigate and how they want 
to play with them. Crafts will never be nicely 'finished' with us, because we focus on the fun and the process and not on the 
result. On the other hand, we do share their enthusiasm when they feel proud of their result. 
 
In addition to the open-ended offer, we also put a lot of focus on movement options. To this end, we offer well-considered 
movement opportunities such as challenging movement equipment and materials that provoke movement. We are not 
going to force them in their motor development, are not going to force them to practice frequently on a skill that they are 
not yet mentally or physically ready for, but which they are supposed to be able to do or which the adults want them to be 
able to do already. We let them discover the world around them and their own limits of their body through movement at 
their own pace. This sometimes leads to a bump or a scratch, but also to a lot of development opportunities. We are 
therefore in favor of risky gambling. 
 
Our babies are rarely put in a bouncer to play or placed in a small park. This hinders their movement opportunities and 
development. Instead, they are placed on a mat on the floor. We deliberately do not make the mat too soft, because soft 
mats provoke less movement (just think of a nice and soft pillow that you prefer to sink into quietly). Play arches are not 
used by us, because this also slows down the chances of movement. The child only looks up and does not have to make 
an effort to achieve anything, it is only entertained in this way and not stimulated to try for itself. Therefore, we will put 
some interesting objects around the baby that the baby can explore according to his own interest and throw away when 
he gets tired of it. Discovery baskets are also a winner. From the moment babies can crawl, we deliberately place some 
obstacles (e.g. a pillow) near them to stimulate their climbing skills. 
 
LANGUAGE STIMULATION 
 
Language stimulation is continuously integrated into our daily activities. Everything we or the child see, do or experience is 
named and put into words. In addition, extra focus is regularly placed on language development, such as reading a story 
daily followed by a conversation, integrating storytelling pictures, new vocabulary for new themes, recognition photos, 
sound games for babies, rhymes, songs (fixed songs and song wheel), word games,… We also treat non-Dutch speaking 
children (and parents) with respect. 
 
CLEANLINESS 
 
Potty training is easy for some children, more difficult for others. Everything depends on their interests, their development 
and how they learn to use the potty. At Snuffel, toddlers are regularly introduced to the potty, even those who are not potty 
trained yet. They are never forced, but encouraged or offered at their own request. This way they get used to the potty and 
makes it seem less scary. If a pee comes in, they get an enthusiastic 'bravo' and they can choose a sticker. 
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The real potty training starts here when the parents have started it intensively themselves. Then toddlers are put on the 
potty at fixed times or at their own request. Children can come to Snuffel without a diaper when they are ready in all areas: 

- Intellectual: knowing that pipi belongs in a potty, can make it clear that you have to do pipi 
- Physical: being able to sit on the potty independently, being able to hold up pipi for a longer period of time, being 

able to lower their pants themselves 
- Wanting: being curious about what happens in the potty, don't want wet pants, wanting to cooperate 
- Can: little to no more accidents at home 

If accidents still occur regularly, diaper pants are recommended for hygienic reasons. 
 
SELF-SUSTAINABILITY 
 
Children who are stimulated to self-development, to do it themselves, will also become self-reliant more quickly. We offer 
them extra opportunities for this by having them: put jackets on and off, hang jackets on coat rack, put pacifier away in 
bowl, wipe hands and mouth with washcloth, put bibs and washcloths in the dirty laundry basket, put drinking cup away, 
clean up, take potty away, take off and pull up pants, wash and dry hands, pull up sleeves, wipe tables, eat at the table as 
from 15 to 18 months, hand out plates and cutlery, find a sleeping bag, find a bed, ... 
 
BIRTHDAY 
 
We do everything we can to offer the child an extra special super fun birthday! He or she is celebrated extensively with 
songs and musical instruments. On top of that, he can make his own crown (2y) and he will receive a nice present, a cool 
balloon and drawings from his fellow Snuffels. In the afternoon, after, or as a replacement for, the fruit, we have a delicious 
treat, e.g. cake that the birthday boy/girl has made itself in the morning. We ask that you do not bring treats. This way 
there will be no battle over 'who brings the nicest treats' and parents and their children will not feel bad if they do not 
provide this for whatever reason. An exception to this is a treat at the birth of a brother or sister (not obligatory!!). 
 
ON THE ROAD 
 
We regularly take a walk through the village or to the forest or playground. Every year, together with primary school 
Toermalijn, we go to see the arrival of Saint Nicholas on the water, and every year we dress up and join their carnival 
procession. 
 
All our trips are done with the stroller, taking into account the safety of the children: do not cross busy roads unnecessarily, 
secure children with seat belts, never get out on the street, only in places where it is safe. Parents must give permission to 
attend. 
 
RULES AND BOUNDARIES 
 
Rules and boundaries are necessary because this gives the children structure and predictability, which leads to emotional 
security. We make the rules and boundaries clear by regularly referring to them in a friendly manner. We put our focus and 
enthusiasm on positive behavior, so that children who exhibit negative behavior are stimulated to turn this into positive 
behavior. Depending on the age and type of negative behavior a child is displaying, we will either ignore it, offer an 
alternative, or point it out to them. If they engage in repetitive negative behavior that threatens the safety or integrity of 
other children, this child will be placed separately in the chair and clearly told why he needs to sit in the chair. After a short 
time, he again gets the chance to play with the other children in a positive way. 
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PRICE POLICY 
 
DEPOSIT 
 
As mentioned earlier under 'Between reservation and start of care', a deposit must be paid after registration, depending on 
your financial and family situation. 
 
CONTRIBUTION  
 
Because Snuffel works according to the IKT system, you need an income rate certificate (see below). The basic price is 
then determined according to the income and your family situation based on legal regulations. In 2022, this basic price is 
fixed between €1.72 and €30.37 (to be simulated on https://mijn.kindengezin.be). This amount is indexed annually. In 
addition, some families are eligible for additional discounts (see below). 
 
The basic price is also in proportion to the care volume as stated on the care plan. 

- A full day of care (between 5 hours and 11 hours) = 100% of the income rate 
- A half day of care (between 0 hours and 4 hours, 59 minutes) = 60% of the income rate 

 
What is included in the price? 

- Diapers 
- Baby wipes/liniment 
- Diaper ointment 
- Sun cream in the summer 
- Soup for the toddlers 
- Hot meal in the afternoon 
- Fruit porridge and fruit + bread in the afternoon 
- Unlimited water throughout the day 
- Treats and present on birthday 
- Goodbye gift at the transition to school 

 
In addition to the basic price, the following costs are charged additionally: 

- Administration and invoicing: €3.83/month (in 2022, annual indexation) 
- Waste processing, including diaper and care costs: €1.60/full day or €0.96/half day (in 2022, annual indexation) 

 
Possible additional and/or sanctioning costs can be: 

- Settling-in days > 1 hour: daily price according to IKT certificate 
- Extra days on top of the care plan: daily price according to IKT certificate (only after deliberation!) 
- Late pick-up (after 6:00 PM or after the end of half a day in the 1st part of the day) or early delivery (before 7:00 

AM or before the start of half a day in the 2nd part of the day): €10/started 15 minutes 
- Late notification of absence (after 9.00 am): €5 
- Unjustified day of absence: €25/full day, €15/half day (those with a low income pay IKT rate) 
- Administration and/or additional collection costs in the event of non-payment 
- Doctor costs 

 
(If Snuffel no longer wishes to participate in the IKT system or if we no longer meet the conditions for IKT, we will again 
apply a fixed daily price, which we will then determine further.) 
 
For more information, we would like to refer to https://www.kindengezin.be/img/inkomenstarief-ouders.pdf 
 
HOW TO REQUEST INCOME RATE CERTIFICATE? 
 
(at the earliest 2 months before the start, but before the first settling-in day or start day) 

1. Register at https://mijn.kindenfamily.be or via www.kindenfamilie.be and click on 'my child and family'. You need a 
digital key for this: federal token or your e-ID, pin code and card reader or the Itsme app. 
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2. Click on 'request or simulate income rate', then on 'request income rate certificate' to create the income rate 
certificate with child code. Your details about family situation and income are automatically filled in by the 
calculation module. Check that it is the most recent data. 

3. Answer all questions, your certificate will be delivered to the e-mail address provided. 
4. Send your certificate to Snuffel as soon as possible! 

If you are unable to do so or if you do not have a card reader, we are happy to assist you. 
 
The rate remains the same until your child turns 3.5 years old. You will automatically receive a new certificate with the 
indexed rate every year, which you must download yourself from mijn.kindenfamilie.be. A recalculation is only necessary: 

- In the month in which your child turns 3.5 years old 
- If your family situation changes (e.g. partner moves out, birth of a child, etc.) 
- If your income decreases strongly 
- If you think you are entitled to an individual reduced rate in the meantime (see below) 
- If your individual reduced rate expires (is not automatically valid for up to 3 years) 
- If you have received a maximum rate due to random checks by Kind en Gezin (certificate valid for 6 months) 

It is the responsibility of the parents to do this recalculation themselves (same way as the first application) and to deliver 
the new certificate to Snuffel! 
 
What is mentioned on the certificate: 

- Income rate = what you pay per day to the daycare 
- A child code of 9 digits: keep track of this! 
- Rate code = child code + 2 digits of your income rate 
- Details of the child 
- Applicant's data 
- When you need to recalculate or if you automatically receive an indexed new certificate 

 
HOW IS THE INCOME RATE CALCULATED? 
 
Your income rate is calculated based on your family situation and your joint taxable income as stated on your last 
assessment notice (of you and of the adult person with the same domicile, with the exception of your own child, usually 
this is your partner). If you do not want to disclose your income, indicate this in the application. You will then receive a 
certificate with the maximum rate. 
 
Don't have a Belgian tax bill? 
Rate is calculated on all gross incomes (wages, replacement income,…) of the month before the application (or the month 
before maternity leave if your care starts immediately after maternity leave) 
Belgian tax bill lost? Go to https://my.belgium.be/nl under 'Taxes' and under 'Family' for proof of family situation. 
 
It is very important that you provide the correct information. Kind en Gezin carries out random checks, resulting in 
sanctions if you deliberately used incorrect data. 

- Kind en Gezin can impose the maximum rate for both the past and the future 
- The mistake wasn’t your fault and you paid too much? The difference will be refunded. 
- The mistake wasn’t your fault and you paid too little? You don't have to pay anything extra. 

Snuffel cannot be held liable if a certificate, created by Snuffel, is incorrect because parents provided incorrect 
information. 
 
ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON THE INCOME RATE 
 

- Discount according to income bracket: 25% discount for an income of €16,807.87 (in 2022, annual indexation) or 
less. Per tranche of €50 above this income limit, the discount percentage is gradually reduced by 1% (e.g. 
€16,857.87 gives a 24% discount) 

- Discount for multiple births or as from 2nd dependent child (children up to 12 years): €3.43/child (in 2022, annual 
indexation) 
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INDIVIDUALLY REDUCED RATE 
 
Families in exceptional financial situations may: 

- when applying for the income rate certificate, request an individual reduced rate, this due to disability, 
unemployment, bankruptcy, reduced income of the employee/self-employed person, low income with integration, 
material or medical assistance, income allowance with or without training, underage teenage mother, foster child. 

- More details at https://www.kindengezin.be/img/inkomenstarief-ouders.pdf . You have to indicate these situations 
truthfully. Kind & Gezin can randomly request evidence. 

- apply for a social rate via the OCMW. Based on your income rate certificate and a social survey, the OCMW will 
decide whether you are entitled to this. If granted, Kind & Gezin will create a new certificate of income rate that 
you will find in 'My Kind en Gezin'. 

Certificates with an individually reduced rate are valid until the end of the quarter after 1 year. Then they must be 
recalculated via https://mijn.kindengezin.be by the parents! 
 
ORDER IS PAYMENT 
 
In order to provide as many children as possible with a childcare place and for the financial viability of the daycare, clauses 
were drawn up in the ministerial decrees of the Flemish government of 22 November 2013 that should encourage parents 
to consciously deal with the childcare they reserve: 

- Childcare places must be filled as efficiently as possible in order to offer affordable childcare to as many parents 
as possible. 

- Costs for care continue in case of absence (building, wages, ...) 
- Subsidies to be able to work according to income depend for the most part on the attendance of the children. 

 
After the care plan has been drawn up in mutual consultation, the parents are committed to pay for the days they have 
reserved according to that care plan. Extra days on top of this care plan can always be requested. Changes to the care 
plan can always be discussed. 
 
Parents do not pay for reserved days that coincide with Snuffel closing days. In addition, parents are entitled to a number 
of justified days of absence (also called grace days), which they do not have to pay. These justified days of absence justify 
the absence due to illness, day off, day at grandma's, vacation,... 
 
The calculation of the number of justified days of absence depends on the following parameters: your child's care plan 
(how many full and half days per week), the number of opening days that year and the number of days that your child is 
still scheduled on those opening days in that year. For a full year, this roughly corresponds to the table below. These 
numbers are stated on your written agreement, but there may ultimately be a small deviation after the calculation software 
has taken your parameters into account. In December, the correct number is always calculated for the following year (only 
then do we know the parameter 'opening days' of the new year and linked to it the exact number of planned days on your 
child's opening days in that same year). You can always find the remaining number of justified days of absence on your 
monthly invoice and your daily report. 
 

Number of days reserved per week Number of justified days of absence 
 

5 18 
4 14,5 
3 11 
2 7 
1 3,5 

 
- The number of justified days of absence granted is valid for one year. Remaining days cannot be transferred to the 

next year. 
- If your child does not attend a full year anymore, the justified days of absence are gradually reduced. 
- If the care plan changes, in mutual consultation, then the allocated justified days of absence will be adjusted to the 

new care plan, taking into account how many days have already been used up in percentage terms. 
- For half a day of absence, half a justified absence day is used (e.g. full day > 5 hours reserved, but half a day < 5 

hours was present, half a justified absence day is used) 
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- In case of long-term illness, justified days of absence are only used for the first week, no justified days of absence 
are used from the 2nd week, provided that the doctor's certificate applies for the entire period (> 1 week). Bring in 
your doctor's certificate as soon as possible! 

 
Are your justified days of absence all used and your child is again absent due to illness or vacation or…? Then this is 
considered an unjustified day of absence. 

- These days are billed at €25/full day and €15/half day. 
- Families with a low income (below a legally established limit) pay their daily price as stated on their certificate of 

income rate. 
If too many unjustified days of absence are taken that are not related to illness, the childcare can be stopped and passed 
on to parents who need more childcare. 
 
BILLING 
 
At the beginning of the month you will receive an invoice for the care of the previous month. This invoice includes: 

- The number of full or half days present 
- The number of full or half days of justified absence 
- The number of full or half days of unjustified absence 
- Your income rate 
- The rate for unjustified days of absence 
- The details of the additional costs 
- The total monthly price 

Please pay the invoice according to the payment term. Payment details can be found on the invoice or in the 
accompanying e-mail. 
In case of co-parenting, 2 separate invoices will be sent. 
 
If your invoice has not been paid after the payment term, you will receive a reminder with the request to pay immediately. 
In the event of non-payment, you will receive a first reminder, including an administrative fee of €10. If we have to send a 
second reminder, a collection process will be started via a collection agency. All additional costs associated with this are 
borne by the defaulter. Please note that in the meantime new invoices will be added for the months following the unpaid 
month, which must of course also be settled. If your invoice has not yet been paid at the end of the month of the invoice 
date, your child is not allowed to attend the following month until the overdue invoice has been settled. For those days of 
absence, (un)justified days of absence are used. Snuffel also reserves the right to stop the childcare with immediate effect 
and to take further legal action. 
 
TAX CERTIFICATE 
 
The costs for childcare are fully or partially tax deductible. Every year you will receive a tax certificate of the childcare costs 
incurred during the past year. 
 
ALLOWANCE FOR CHILDCARE COSTS BY VDAB 
 
Are you looking for a job and are you following a course recognized by the VDAB? Then you will receive an allowance for 
the actual childcare costs (e.g. administrative costs are not childcare costs and cannot be reclaimed). Also, you only 
receive the allowance for the days that your child was actually present, so not for the unjustified days of absence. We will 
only issue the application form for compensation once you have paid the invoice for the relevant month. 
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IR APPENDIX 1: CLOSING DAYS 
 
We are closed on public holidays. If these occur in the weekend, they will be compensated with a holiday. There are 
always at least 220 days on which Snuffel is open. 
 
2023: 
 
Wednesday 8th of March       Snuffel team self-evaluation meeting 
Monday 3rd of April to Friday 7th of April     Closing, incl. 1 day of spring cleaning 
Monday 10th of April       Holiday: Easter Monday 
Monday 1st of May      Holiday: Labour Day 
Thursday 18th of May      Holiday: Ascension Day 
Friday 19th of May       Substitute holiday: New Year's Day 
Monday 29th of May      Holiday: Whit Monday 
Friday 7th of July and Monday 10th of July    Closing 
Friday 21st of July       National holiday 
Monday 7th of August to Friday 25th of August   Closing, incl. holiday: Assumption of Mary 
Monday 30th and Tuesday 31st of October    Closing 
Wednesday 1st of November      Holiday: All Saints' Day 
Monday 25th of December     Holiday: Christmas Day 
Tuesday 26th of December      Closing 
Wednesday 27th of December      Alternative holiday: Armistice Day 
Thursday 28th and Friday 29th of December    Closed 
 
If Christmas Eve (24th of December) occurs on a weekday, Snuffel will be closed at 4 pm! 
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IR APPENDIX 2: PRIVACY STATEMENT AND 
PROCESSING REGISTER 
 
IDENTITY 
Daycare Snuffel needs various personal details of the family and the child for its care activities. 
 
PURPOSE OF THE PROCESSING OF PERSONAL DATA 
The personal data of the children and families are used for: 

- customer administration; 
- the billing; 
- compliance with the permit conditions for childcare; 
- the development of a policy; 
- compliance with the subsidy conditions 
- the information flow to parents 

 
LEGAL BASIS 

- We process your personal data in the context of Article 24 of the Decree of 20th of April 2012 on the organization 
of childcare for babies and toddlers. This states which information we need. 

- We process your personal data in the context of article 52 of the decree regulating allowances in the context of 
family policy. This states which information we need. 

- We process your personal data, in particular photos and videos of the children, for use at the daycare as well as 
for use on social media in the private Facebook group. When registering their child with Snuffel, parents 
automatically give permission to use images in the private Facebook group. It is not allowed to distribute images of 
other children beyond the private Facebook group. 

 
RIGHTS OF THE FAMILY 

- You can view, correct, delete or limit the processing of your or your child's data at any time. 
- You can request a copy of your personal data. 
- If you change childcare location, you can ask to pass on your details to a new childcare location.   

You can send an e-mail to snuffel-olen@outlook.be and/or contact 0497/57.16.12. 
 
RETENTION PERIOD 
Your data will be destroyed when it is no longer necessary for the compliance with applicable regulations. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
We commit ourselves to guarantee the security and confidentiality of the personal data. The processing is done in 
accordance with European privacy legislation, the General Data Protection Regulation of 25th of May 2016. This applies to 
both the processing by our daycare and by our possible subcontractors (for example an IT company). 
 
TRANSFER TO THIRD PARTIES 
If this is necessary for the aforementioned purposes, your personal data will be passed on to Kind en Gezin and the Care 
Inspectorate. 
 
PROCESSING REGISTER 
In our processing register on the next page you will find more information on how we process your personal data. You can 
also find the legal and other bases as well as the retention periods there. 
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PROCESSING ACTIVITY 1 
Care activity: retain and consult child form 

PROCESSING ACTIVITY 2 
Care activity: footage of activities 

Processing purposes 
- Customer management 
- Permit 
- Subsidy IKT 

Categories of subjects 
- Customer = child and parents 

Source of data 
- Customers (parents) 

Categories of data 
- Identification data 
- Personal data 
- Living habits 
- Psychic and medical data 
- Financial data 

Categories of recipients 
- Care takers 
- Care Inspectorate  
- Kind en Gezin 
- External IT company 

Retention period 
- Standard = 5 years 
- In case of crisis or complaint = 10 years 

Legal basis 
- Necessary for the execution of an agreement  
- Legal obligations 
- Permit conditions 
- Protection of the subject’s vital interests 
- Necessary for the IKT-system 

Technical and  organizational security measures  
- IT security 

Database 
- Digital on cloud of external IT company 
- Registration forms 

Access 
- Care takers 
- External IT company 
- Care Inspectorate  
- Kind en Gezin 

Processing purposes 
- Public relations 
- Informational 
- Technical commercial information 

Categories of subjects 
- Customer = child and parents 

Source of data 
- Care takers 

Categories of data 
- Footage 

Categories of recipients 
- Customers 

Retention period 
- Will be removed on request of customer 

Legal basis 
- Only with permission of the customer 

Technical and  organizational security measures  
- IT security 

Database 
- Computer 
- Database Meta 

Access 
- Care takers 
- Customers 
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IR APPENDIX 3:  
APPLY A REQUEST ?   
This can be done in 3 steps via Opvang.vlaanderen! 
  

  

STEP 1: REGISTER/LOG IN on the platform Opvang.vlaanderen 

  

If you do not have a login on this platform, register freely and easy through the below link: 

 https://opvang.vlaanderen/registeren/email 

  

If you do have a login on this platform, log in through the below link: 

https://opvang.vlaanderen/inloggen/email 

  

  

STEP 2: GO TO SNUFFEL 

  

Once logged in you can click ‘search your neighborhood’ in the blue markings and enter 

‘Snuffel’ under ‘search on location or daycare’. 

OR 

Go directly to Snuffel by clicking the below link (only if you registered already to 

Opvang.vlaanderen): 

https://opvang.vlaanderen/opvanglocatie/94d319f4826c406085f0ef2aab64732a 

  

  

STEP 3: START APPLICATION 

  

Start your application by clicking ‘start application’ in the blue markings and enter all 

requested data as complete and accurate as possible. If it is not clear we are happy to assist 

you at the daycare. 

  

  

You will receive a notification when your request is being processed. If we have an available 

position for your, you are welcome to come and meet us and decide if you would like to make 

a reservation.  

 

Perhaps see you soon! 
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IR APPENDIX 4: COMPLAINT FORM 
 
If you are dissatisfied with the services provided by our daycare, we ask you to first of all discuss the problem with the 
person concerned or with the responsible person. Perhaps there is a misunderstanding that can be corrected through 
conversation. 
 
If this conversation does not provide a solution, you can specify your complaint in this complaint form and email it to 
snuffel-olen@outlook.be or put it in our mailbox. We commit ourselves to investigate the complaint as soon as possible and 
to try to find an appropriate solution. 
 

COMPLAINT FORM 
 
Your name: 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
Name and date of birth of the child concerned: 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
Address: 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
Telephone or cellphone number: 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… …… 
 
E-mail address: 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
Explanation of the complaint: 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… …… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… …… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… …… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… …… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… …… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… …… 
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TOGETHER WE HAVE A GREAT TIME! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


